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Numerical study of magnetoresistance for currents perpendicular to planes in spring ferromagnets
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Magnetoresistance~MR! for currents perpendicular to planes is calculated within the ballistic limit for spring
ferromagnets in which an artificial domain wall is formed by the external magnetic fields. We consider two
contributions to the MR: one is caused by a twisting of the magnetization and the other is due to a mismatch
of the electronic structure between the two ferromagnets comprising the spring ferromagnets. We show that the
resulting MR may show a nonmonotonic dependence on the width of the domain walls and can be either
positive or negative according to the magnitude of these two contributions. We further show that oscillatory
behavior appears in the MR when the soft ferromagnet is sandwiched between hard ferromagnets.
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The past decade has seen growing interest in magne
sistive phenomena such as giant magnetoresistance~GMR!
and tunnel magnetoresistance in artificial magne
multilayers.1–3 The effect of GMR is caused by a spin
dependent scattering, which makes the total resistivity la
in the anti-parallel~AP! than that in the parallel~P! align-
ment of the magnetization of magnetic layers. The mag
toresistance~MR! effect is also observed in nonartificial ma
terials, that is, the resistance due to domain walls~DW! in
ferromagnets is reduced when the external magnetic field~h!
eliminates the DW. When the ferromagnets are submic
size wires, the DW magnetoresistance~DWR! is similar to
the GMR in the geometry of the current perpendicular
planes~CPP! because the current runs mainly perpendicu
to the DW. Because the width of the DW is of the order
several 10 nm, the DWR from each DW is usually small,
most a few percent.4 However, it has been pointed out the
retically that the DWR can be as large as the GMR when
width of the DW is reduced to a length of an atomic scale5,6

Concerning the DWR in ferromagnetic wires, negative M
~decrease in resistivity with increasingh) has been
reported.7,8 Change in the Lorentz motion, elimination o
weak localization, and change in the carrier number by v
ishing DW have so far been proposed as the origin of
negative MR.8–10

In order to further understand the phenomenon of DW
control of the DW is strongly required, which is, howeve
rather difficult to perform experimentally. This difficulty ma
be removed by using spring ferromagnets~SFM! which con-
sist of two types of ferromagnets: one a soft ferromagnet
the other a hard ferromagnet. When we apply an exte
magnetic fieldh, the soft ferromagnet rotates its magnetiz
tion towards the external field and thereby a twisted state
the magnetization, similar to DW, is realized at the interfa
between two ferromagnets. Because the twisted reg
shrinks with increasingh, the resistance is expected to i
crease with increasingh.

Measurements of MR in SFM have been performed
both CPP and current in plane geometries by sev
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groups.11–14Wegroweet al.12 have indicated that CPP-MR in
SFM is the superposition of the two effects of GMR a
DWR. The former effect is naturally superimposed on t
effect of DWR because the spin dependent scattering in
ferromagnets varies with the alignments of the magnetiza
of SFM. In reality, another effect of MR~contact MR!,
which is caused by a mismatch of the electronic states at
interface between two ferromagnets, should be added
CPP-GMR of SFM. The contact MR is nothing but the DW
of SFM with zero DW thickness. These three effects
GMR, DWR, and contact MR may be either additive or su
tractive depending on the initial alignment of the magneti
tion of two ferromagnets. In addition, the contact MR can
either positive or negative according to the difference
tween the electronic states of two ferromagnets. Becaus
these features of MR, the dependence of MR in SFM on D
thickness can be nonmonotonic, and the sign of the MR
be changed by varying the DW thickness.

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the contact M
and DWR inA/B-type SFM for a wide range of paramete
values by using a simple model and to show that the MR
actually be nonmonotonic and may change its sign with
creasing DW thickness. The conductance and MR of S
are calculated using the Kubo-Landauer formula in the b
listic limit for finite size systems. A contribution to the MR
from diffusive conductance will be taken into account in
method proposed by Schepet al.15 We will show that the
qualitative features of the calculated MR may be unchan
by the diffusive conductance. The effects of GMR caused
the spin-dependent scattering will be discussed later. We
present results forA/B/A-type SFM, in which an oscillatory
MR may be realized due to the quantum confinement ef
in the ballistic regime.

We use a single band tight-binding model, the Ham
tonian of which is given as

H52t (
i , j ,s

cis
† cj s1(

i ,s
v iscis

† cis , ~1!
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where t is a nearest-neighbor site hopping andv is is the
spin-dependent potential of sitei. The energy band in the
paramagnetic state extends from26.0t to 6.0t for the simple
cubic lattice. We, hereafter, taket as the unit of energy. Fo
an A/B-type spring ferromagnet,v is5vAs and vBs for A
andB ferromagnets, respectively. We take

vAs5vA2sDA/2, ~2!

vBs5vB2sDB/2, ~3!

with s51(2) for s5↑(↓) spin. In the following, we take
vA50, vB2vA[dv. We have not performed self-consiste
determination of the magnetization near the interface
have assumed an abrupt change of the magnetizationsA
and B ferromagnets at the interface. It is also assumed
the magnetization of each atomic planes rotates unifor
within the DW. The spin indices are defined for syste
without the external field.

The conductanceG is calculated by using the Kubo
Landauer formula in the mixed representation of (ki ,,)
where , stands for the layer index.16,17 The number ofk
points are 2003200 unless specified. The MR ratio is d
fined as

MR ratio523
G~h50!2G~hÞ0!

G~h50!1G~hÞ0!
. ~4!

In an A/B-type SFM without a twisted region of magne
tization ~no DW!, the contact resistance (1/GCs) may be
given as15,18

1

GCs
5

1

Gs
2

1

2 S 1

NAs
1

1

NBs
D , ~5!

when the electron transport is diffusive, but spin conservi
Here,Gs is the calculated conductance andNAs andNBs are
the numbers of channels with spins in the ferromagnetic
leadsA andB, respectively. The correction due to the diff
sive transport is given by adding the diffusive resistan
(1/Gd) to 1/GCs in such a way that

1

G̃s

5
1

GCs
1

1

Gd
, ~6!

whereGd is given in a unit of@e2/h#. Now the conductance

in the definition of the MR ratio is given byG5(sG̃s with
or without magnetic fieldh. In this work we will treat the
diffusive conductance as a variable parameter because it
be strongly sample dependent in real systems.

When there is a DW inB magnet, which is the situation
we are dealing with, there occurs spin mixing inB magnet
due to the twisting of the magnetization in the DW regio
which makes the definition of the spin-dependent chan
number difficult. Here we assume that the effective num
of channels inB magnet can be given as

ÑB↑5NB↑cos2~u/2!1NB↓sin2~u/2!, ~7!

ÑB↓5NB↑sin2~u/2!1NB↓cos2~u/2!, ~8!
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whereu is the angle of the magnetization direction betwe
the nearest-neighbor layers within the DW. Although no r
orous proof has yet been given for the above expressi
they give correct results foru50 andp. The contact resis-
tanceGCs is given by replacingNBs in Eq. ~5! with ÑBs . In
this caseGCs should be interpreted as a contact resista
including the DW contribution. The validity of the approx
mation will be discussed in relation to the numerical resu

In the following, we consider two cases for the MR in a
A/B-type SFM having a hard magnetA and a soft oneB: ~1!
The magnetizations ofA and B magnets are parallel forh
50, and become antiparallel forhÞ0; and~2! The magne-
tizations of A and B magnets are antiparallel whenh50
which are changed to be parallel byhÞ0.

For both cases, the DWR is positive, that is, the resista
increases with increasingh, while the contact MR may be
either positive or negative according to the degree of m
match of the electronic states at the interface. We also ca
late the MR for anA/B/A-type SFM, in which two DW
regions appear by twisting the magnetization of theB
magnet.

We first study the contact MR~MR with zero DW thick-
ness! of the A/B-type SFM. The contact MR can be eithe
positive or negative depending on the degree of mismatc
the electronic states betweenA and B magnets. Figure 1
shows the calculated results of the contact MR as functi
of dv with vA50, DA51.0, andDB50.5. The Fermi level is
taken aseF524.0 throughout this paper. The uncorrect
MR ratio is shown by a thick solid curve. Whendv is small,
the MR ratio is positive but it tends to change sign for larg
values ofudvu. The results can be easily interpreted in t
following way. Let us start with the result fordv50.75. In
this case the matching of the down-spin state ofA magnet
with the up-spin state ofB magnet is perfect. ThereforeG↑
1G↓ at hÞ0 ~AP alignment! is much larger than that ath
50 ~P alignment! and the MR ratio is negative. Asdv is
decreased to 0.25, the matching between the down-spin
of A magnet and the down-spin state ofB magnet becomes
perfect, and thereforeG↑1G↓ at h50 is much larger than

FIG. 1. Calculated results of the contact MR as a function of
potential difference ofA andB magnets forDA51.0 andDB50.5.
Thick solid curve is the MR ratio without correction due to diffu
sive conductance. Broken, thin-solid, and chained curves are
rected MR with diffusive resistanceRd .
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G↑1G↓ at hÞ0 and the MR ratio is positive. A similar situ
ation occurs fordv520.25 and20.75. It should be noted
that the MR ratio calculated using the conductance given
Eq. ~5! should be62.0 at dv560.75 and60.25 because
of the perfect matching in the electronic states ath50
or hÞ0.

The MR ratios corrected by taking into account the diff
sive resistance are shown by broken, thin-solid, and cha
curves for Rd(51/Gd)52.0, 5.0, and 10.0, respectivel
Here the values of 1/Rd have been taken to be the same ord
of magnitude as those ofGs ,;1021@e2/h# per channel. For
a smaller value ofRd , the singular feature of MR ratios a
dv560.75 and60.25 can be seen clearly. The correct
MR shows a dependence ondv similar to that of the uncor-
rected MR ratios as long asRd;1/(G↑1G↓);5.0.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the calculated results of MR
ratio as functions of DW thickness~number of layers! for
case~1!, where the magnetizations ofA andB magnets align
P for h50 and change AP forhÞ0. The inset of Fig. 2~a!
shows schematically the magnetic configuration in AP ali
ment. Parameter values are taken to bedv50 with DA
5DB51.0 for Fig. 2~a!, and dv50 and 0.6 withDA51.0
and DB50.5 for Fig. 2~b!. The curves shown by solid
squares and circles are the uncorrected MR ratios. These
ratios are positive and increase with decreasing DW th
ness because the resistance caused by the electronic
mismatch at the interface, and by the twisting of the mag
tization increases with an increasing magnetic field. The M

FIG. 2. Calculated results of the MR ratio as functions of d
main wall thickness~number of atomic layers! for ~a! DA5DB

51.0 with dv50 and~b! DA51.0,DB50.5 with dv50.0 and 0.6.
Solid and open symbols are uncorrected and corrected MR du
diffusive resistanceRd , respectively. The inset of~a! is a schematic
figure of the AP magnetization alignment.
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ratio given by circles in Fig. 2~b! is not significantly large at
zero DW thickness because the contact MR is small,
shows a shoulder at the thin DW region. The latter res
indicates that the contribution to the MR from the twisting
the magnetization becomes large for the thin DW region
will be discussed later.

The corrected MR ratios by taking into account the diff
sive resistance are shown by open circles, triangles,
squares with several values ofRd(51/Gd). The corrected
MR ratio in Fig. 2~a! shows a similar magnitude and depe
dence on the DW thickness as compared with the unc
rected MR ratios whenGd has values similar toGs . The
dependence of the MR ratio on the DW thickness is ab
1/(DW thickness)2, which agrees qualitatively with the the
oretical predictions.5,9,10 The corrected MR ratios decreas
naturally with the increase in the diffusive resistance beca
we have not included any spin dependence in the diffus
resistance.

Now we present the calculated results of the MR ratio
case~2! shown in Fig. 3. Here the magnetizations ofA andB
magnets are AP ath50 and P athÞ0. The configuration of
the magnetization in P alignment is shown in the inset of F
3. The parameter values are taken asdv50.5,0.65, and 0.75
with DA51.0,DB520.5. Because the sign ofDB is negative,
the sign of the contact MR ratios is opposite to that of t
MR ratios shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the contact MR~zero
DW thickness! is negative or quite small for these parame
sets.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the MR ratio may change its s
with DW thickness. Whenh50, the magnetizations ofA and
B magnets are AP. By applying the magnetic fieldh, a DW
appears near the interface ofA andB magnets. The DWR is
small for thicker DW. The contact MR is also small becau
the magnetization of theB atomic layer at the interface re
mains AP to that ofA magnet due to a strong coupling b
tweenA andB magnetizations at the interface. With increa
ing h, the DW shrinks and its positive contribution to M

-

to

FIG. 3. Calculated results of uncorrected MR ratio as funct
of DW thickness ~number of atomic layers! for DA51.0,DB

520.5 with several values ofdv.
8-3
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increases. Therefore, the MR ratio becomes positive
shown by solid circles and triangles. At a sufficiently hig
magnetic field, the magnetization ofA andB magnets may be
parallel and DW thickness becomes zero. Because the
ratios at zero DW thickness are negative or small, the M
ratios tend to decrease with decreasing DW thickness. T
the MR ratio shows a nonmonotonic dependence on the
thickness and even changes its sign according to the pa
eter values. When the negative MR at zero DW thicknes
too large in magnitude, the MR ratio remains negative ir
spective of the DW thickness. The change in sign of the M
ratio may occur when the negative contribution from t
contact MR and positive one from DW are comparable
each other.

The dependence of the MR ratio on the DW thickne
may not be altered by inclusion of the diffusive conductan
as long as 1/Rd is the same order of magnitude ofG↑1G↓ .
The corrected MR ratios fordv50.65 with Rd510.0 are
almost the same as the results indicated by circles in Fi
~not shown!.

The effect of spin-dependent scattering may give rise
complexity in the dependence of the MR ratio on DW thic
ness. Different spin asymmetry of the scattering ofA andB
magnets can cause the dependence more complex. L
assume for the sake of simplicity that the GMR caused
the spin-dependent scattering is positive; that is, the cond
tance in P alignment is always larger than that in AP alig
ment. Under this assumption, the GMR is positive~negative!
in case~1! @case~2!#. Therefore, in case 1, the GMR, DWR
and the contact MR are additive, and give rise to posit
MR. In contrast, in case 2, the GMR, DWR, and contact M
can be subtractive, and cause a complex dependence o
as a function of DW thickness. A nonuniform rotation
magnetization in DW observed in experiments may give r
to a modification of the present results; however, the qu
tative features will be unchanged. The sign change in M
predicted in the present study may be observable by appl
a suitable magnetic field or adopting magnets of appropr
thickness in the spring ferromagnets. Such a result has b
recently reported by Naguraet al.13 for Gd/Co multilayers.

Finally, we study the MR ofA/B/A-type spring ferromag-
nets. We assume that magnetB is a soft magnet and two
DW’s are produced withinB magnet by the external field
The width of theB layer is taken to be 70 atomic layer
Solid circles and open squares in Fig. 4 show the calcula
results of the uncorrected MR ratio as a function of D
thickness forDA51.0 with DB50.2 ~solid circles! and
20.2 ~open squares!, respectively. We find an oscillatory be
havior in the MR as functions of DW thickness. This is d
to the quantum confinement of electrons within theB magnet
caused by the mismatch of the electronic states betweeA
andB magnets. The period of the oscillation, which is mu
longer than the Fermi wave length, is a result of a bea
two different wave lengths of the up- and down-spin state
B magnet. In the present choice of the Fermi energy andDB ,
the Fermi wave numbers of the up- and down-spin state
B magnet are about 0.5p60.05, which give the period of the
beatDL52p/(kF↓2kF↑);20p in units of the lattice con-
stant. Because the results in Fig. 4 are shown as a functio
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the thickness of one DW withinB layer, half of the oscilla-
tion period should be 20p/4;16 atomic layers, which is in
good agreement with the results shown in Fig. 4. The sh
period oscillation caused by the Fermi wavelength itself
not observed in the figure because the period is an orde
the lattice constant. The long period oscillation might be o
servable in sufficiently clean samples.

We have shown that the assumption to the effective ch
nel numbers, Eqs.~7! and~8! would not alter the qualitative
feature of the thickness dependence of the DWR. The
sumption, however, has not yet proved to be valid. In or
to check the validity, one should first generalize the resu
obtained by Schepet al.15 to a contact of two ferromagnets
Because this is a generalization of their method used to
plain the angular dependence of CPP-GMR observed,18–20

the resultant expression of the interface resistance shoul
consistent with the observation. However, the present ge
etry of the interface with DW-like structure might violate th
necessary conditions for their theory.18,19 The DW region
may give rise to quantum size effects because the mag
zation rotates layer by layer in the region, and the ela
mean free path might be longer than the DW thickness. D
vation of proper expression for the interface resistance
the present geometry may thus be a problem in future.

In conclusion, we have performed a numerical study
the CPP-MR in spring ferromagnets within the ballistic lim
We have demonstrated that the MR ratio depends n
monotonically on DW thickness in spring ferromagnets a
that even a change in sign of the MR ratio may be possi
The results are attributed to competitive contributions fro
the DWR and contact MR caused by spin mixing within t
DW and the electronic state mismatch at the interface,
spectively. Although we have calculated the ballistic cond
tance, the qualitative features may be unchanged after ta
into account the diffusive resistance of the order of 1/(G↑
1G↓). We have also predicted an oscillation of MR fo
A/B/A-type spring ferromagnets, which might be observ
in clean samples. For quantitative comparison betw
theory and experiment, however, realistic models might

FIG. 4. Calculated results of the MR ratio as functions of D
thickness~number of atomic layers! for A/B/A-type spring ferro-
magnets withdv50.
8-4
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required, which will be a subject of research in the ne
future.
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